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Your Free Gift
As a way of recognizing your awesome decision to purchase this book, in the same white
heat of creativity that resulted in The Great Motivation Swindle book we present The Great Life

Swindle book.
Getting to that Great Life that you always dreamed of isn't easy for most people. In The

Great Life Swindle book you'll find ways to recognize the swindle, remove yourself from it and
reverse it in key areas like success, motivation, happiness, relationships and work .
This full on ebook will give you kick-ass strategies to defeat the swindlers and grab back
that Great Life you've always dreamed of.
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Preface
Frankly Frank says...
Just thinking about all those so called 'experts' - life coaches, gurus, swamis, TV cooks,
politicians, celebrity authors and faceless nobodies - desperate, to ram their knob head opinions
down my throat makes me want to spew. There is no area of life left without some grubby little
tapeworm smearing its unwanted and nauseating opinion into it.
The bastards cheerfully inform us if we don’t measure up to some impossibly tedious ideal
encapsulated in some bullshit celebrity ‘save the plankton’ type book or Government ‘fuck
responsibly’ type pamphlet our miserable existences are an insult to mankind's eternal struggle
to distinguish itself from the primordial slime it came from. The only real certainty is that the
world would be a better place if all these self-styled 'experts' shoved their endless opinions up
their respective arses.
However, as this is unlikely to happen, without a nationwide campaign involving much
bloodshed, glide instead into a chaise longue with a glass of Chardonnay and a coarse cut
Brussels pate or slump into a easy chair with a bottle of Newcastle Brown and a battered
saveloy, and rest assured that many ‘experts’ were harmed in the making of this book.

*

*
Here then is the fervently awaited definitive, all-encompassing anthology of...

The Bollocks People Tell You

or
Are You Fucked in The Head?

****

The Bollocks People Tell You...

Education, Education, Education
Always a hot subject, but can you make the grade in this week's lesson? ~
*

"Concentrate Peters! Memorising this equation could be the key to your financial future!"
*
Frankly Frank says...
13 years at school
5 O levels

2 A Levels
£25K a year
£33k in debt
What the fuck is that all about?

*
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The Bollocks People Tell You...

The Nanny State
This cosseting nanny state is becoming ridiculous!
*

"There goes my no claims bonus!"

*
Frankly Frank says...
It's getting so a man can't drive an unlicensed juggernaut through a busy high street whilst
under the influence of drink and drugs without wearing a seat belt!

*
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The Bollocks People Tell You...

Current Affaires
Newspapers may have been all but superceded in being the harbingers of news in today's 24 hour
digital age, but they still hold true to certain values...
*

'Miracle immortality drug discovered that guarantees end to sickness and disease:
3000 undertakers jobs under threat
*
Frankly Frank says...
What long and careful editorial process decides which headline is to occupy pride of place
on your morning newspaper? Seemingly such criteria as unrelentingly misery, sensationalism and
general bias all help but in the final analysis, the most essential element is that touch of
complete bollocks that makes a great headline so much more than the news behind it.

*
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Carbon Footprint
The Ozone - have you trodden in any lately?
*

"Quick, let's flog the place before anyone notices the whole in the roof!"
*
Frankly Frank says...
Ok - I jet across the world to Lassi Lassi and pay 'carbon credits' to the airline for being
so naughty as to have created carbon who then pass them on to a company who pass them on to
someone who plants a tree that does inhale. Only thing is it takes about 80 years for it to be old
enough to inhale by which time my 'carbon footprint' is all but fossilized.
However whenever there are middle men involved, waste will happen so best cut them out
altogether and next time you hop on a flight to Dubrovnik tell them you do not have to pay the
carbon footprint levy because 80 years ago you planted a giant Redwood in your herbaceous
border. Then set yourself up as a 'Carbon Company' and start selling carbon credits to your
fellow passengers – no harm in making a few bob at the same time...

*
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The Bollocks People Tell You...

The National Debt
Is there finally something everyone can be proud of as a nation, something we can all claim to
have contributed to?
*

"Question no.10: When is it ok to run up debts without any intention of repaying them?"
"I know this one - when you're Chancellor of the Exchequer and it's not your money!"
*
Frankly Frank says...
The thing about the national debt is I never ran it up and neither did you!
It's not a national debt. I paid my taxes on time (mostly). All the while the bastards have
obviously just not been passing the payments on.
It's about time we stopped calling it a 'National Debt' and renamed it the 'None of our
Responsibility Debt'
and gave it back to the bastards who created it in the first place.

*
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The Bollocks People Tell You...

Social Media
Social Networks - the haunt of the dispossesed?
*
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